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Abstract

In wireless sensor network, data fusion is considered an essential process for
preserving sensor energy. Periodic data sampling leads to enormous collection of
raw facts, the transmission of which would rapidly deplete the sensor power. In this
paper, we have performed data aggregation on the basis of entropy of the sensors.
The entropy is computed from the proposed local and global probability models.
The models provide assistance in extracting high precision data from the sensor
nodes. We have also proposed an energy efficient method for clustering the nodes
in the network. Initially, sensors sensing the same category of data are placed within
a distinct cluster. The remaining unclustered sensors estimate their divergence with
respect to the clustered neighbors and ultimately join the least-divergent cluster. The
overall performance of our proposed methods is evaluated using NS-2 simulator in
terms of convergence rate, aggregation cycles, average packet drops, transmission
cost and network lifetime. Finally, the simulation results establish the validity and
efficiency of our approach.

Keyword: Wireless sensor network; Divergence clustering; Entropy-based data
aggregation; Local and global aggregation
Introduction
The wireless sensor network (WSN) [1] has started receiving huge research incentives

for its omnipresence in several applications, including environmental monitoring, wildlife

exploration, medical supervision and battlefield surveillance. The sensor network is

formed with small electronic devices possessing self-configuring capability that are either

randomly deployed or manually positioned in huge bulk [2]. It performs activities in

several dimensions, for instance identifying the neighborhood, presence of targets or

monitoring environmental factors (motion, temperature, humidity, sound and other

physical variables). However, owing to limited battery power, the sensor networks demand

energy efficient resolutions to enhance the performance of sensor network.

Energy consumption problem, being the most visible challenge, is considered central

to the sensor research theme. The processing of data, memory accesses and input/output

operations, all consume sensor energy. However, the major power drain occurs due to

wireless communication [3]. Therefore, attempts require to be carried out to perform as

much in-network processing as possible within a sensor or a group of sensors (cluster).

This is achieved by performing aggregation and filtration of raw data before transmitting

them to destined targets. As a result of which redundancy in the recorded sensory
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samples is eliminated, thereby reducing the transmission cost and network overloading.

Moreover, decrease in the effective number of packet transmissions also leads to

minimized chances of network congestion, thereby saving the excess energy

consumption in the network. For instance, if the radio electronics requires 50nJ/bit

and amplifier circuitry needs 10pJ/bit/m2 for communication, then power used in

transmitting 1 bit of information to the processing center situated 1 km away,

consumes 1.005 × 104 nJ per unit time (watts). However, energy used in data

processing for aggregation is 5 nJ/bit/signal, which implies that execution of

almost 2010 instructions compensates the energy used for one transmission in

unit time. Therefore, it is quite recommendable to apply aggregation techniques.

Previous researches have already proven the fact that in-network processing cost

is much less than the communication cost [4-14].

The proliferation of sensor network has created the urge of exploring novel ideas for

data aggregation. However, the aggregation schemes would require efficient clustering

protocols to well-implement its functioning. Hence, in this paper we have contributed

a divergence-measure based clustering protocol along with entropy based data aggregation,

to the ongoing sensor network research. The remainder of this paper is organized as

follows: a brief review of previous research carried out in the related field is included in

section 2. Our proposed clustering technique based on divergence measure is provided in

section 3. In section 4, the proposed fuzzy-entropy based aggregation scheme has been

elaborated. Analysis of network diagram is presented in section 5. Section 6 shows

the performance evaluation of our proposed method. Finally, the paper is concluded in

section 7 along with directions for further scope.
Related work
The energy consumption in wireless sensor network has created enormous awareness

among the researchers for increasing the network lifetime. The sensor network is

considered to have prospective results in terms of dynamism and diversity in everyday

applications. Several resource efficient protocols have been introduced by researchers

in order to limit the sensor energy usage, at the same time maintaining a sufficient

degree of reliability and throughput.

Several methods of data aggregation depend on the topology of the sensor network

[15]. For instance, a tree-based data aggregation protocol constructs a simple topology

based on a parent and child association [16]. However, large transmission delays and

poor rate of aggregation makes it unsuitable for the dynamic applications. Further, we

have centralized aggregation protocol [17], in which aggregation is done only at the

sink (data processing center). As a result, such protocols lead to heavy workload and

unnecessary packet drops. There are other clustering schemes based on static [18-20]

and dynamic cluster aggregation [21-23]. In case of static environment, the clusters are

formed in the initial stage and the aggregation is carried out by the cluster heads. The

clusters once formed remain unchanged throughout the network lifespan. This procedure

is suitable for area monitoring (recording earthquake, temperature, humidity, etc.),

but not supported over wide range of applications, like- forest fire supervision,

wildlife monitoring, target tracking, etc. Therefore most of the research awareness

can be found in dynamic cluster aggregation schemes, where clusters are formed
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dynamically and updated on sensing environmental parameters followed by aggre-

gation at the cluster head. The clusters formed in this case, are also known as

adaptive clusters.

An energy aware algorithm has been provided in [4] for constructing an aggregation

tree prior to data transmission. The algorithm seems to reflect the influence of both

the energy and distance parameters to construct the tree. In another research [5], the

authors have performed aggregation by considering entropy of correlated data transmitted

by the source nodes. This procedure reduces the amount of redundant data forwarded to

the sink. Furthermore, the estimation of joint entropy of the correlated data set helps in

maximizing information integrity. Another interesting aggregation protocol is developed

in [6] on the basis of wavelet-entropy. Initially, multi-scale wavelet transforms are used to

spread signals in multi-scale range, after which information is aggregated using wavelet-

entropy discriminance theorem. Simulation results indicate that the proposed method is

capable to extend the lifetime of networks to a much greater degree than Low-Energy

Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol [7]. In [8] the authors have put forward

a novel approach that focusses on data aggregation with significantly reduced aggregation

latency. Collision-free schedule is generated by a distributed algorithm for performing

data aggregation in wireless sensor network. The time latency of aggregation schedule is

minimized using greedy strategy.

In a recent research [9], an aggregation scheme called smart aggregation is developed for

continuous monitoration in sensor networks. The proposed technique maintains a tolerable

deviation (a bounded error) in the aggregated data while utilizing the spatio-temporal

correlation of data. In another subsequent work [10], data aggregation techniques are

designed on the basis of statistical information extraction. The applied methods

exhibits bounded message overhead and robustness against link failures. The

expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm is used in order to accomplish accurate

estimation of distribution parameters of sensory data. The experimental outcome

confirms reduced network communication cost even in large scale sensor networks.

In a latest publication [11], the corresponding authors have presented α-local

spatial clustering algorithm along with data aggregation mechanism. The contribution

was mainly made for environmental surveillance applications in high density sensor

networks. The aggregation algorithm constructs a dominating set by exploiting the

spatial correlation between data measured by different sensors. The dominating

set is further considered as network backbone to execute data aggregation on the

basis of information summarization of the dominator nodes. Another research in

[12] proposed cooperative information aggregation (CIA) mechanisms to handle

observation noise and communication errors initially found in the sampled data.

Moreover, the authors have designed an aggregation hard decision estimator

(AHDE) and an Aggregation Maximum-Likelihood Estimator (AMLE). Simulation

shows the effectiveness of CIA schemes to be suitably applied to environments prone to

observation noise.

In this paper, we have proposed a dynamic clustering and aggregation strategy that

aggregates data at the sensor node and cluster head as well. With the use of entropy

and information theory, we attempt to reduce the transmission and processing cost,

but maintaining the relevance of the aggregated data. For the evaluation of the

performance of our proposed strategy, we make a comparative analysis with two
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well-known clustering protocols: Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed Clustering

(HEED) [13] and an inference clustering protocol based of Belief Propagation (BP)

[14]. HEED is a distributed clustering approach that operates in energy efficient

manner and helps in prolonging network lifetime. It is scalable over large network

sizes and performs load balancing within clusters. However, frequent computation

of communications cost and broadcasting among neighbors degrades its performance. As

a strong counterpart, BP clustering method offers energy effective solutions based on

belief calculations with potential functions. Though BP performs better than HEED in

terms of clustering the network and packet delivery performance, but long-length

messages induce larger overheads in message passing. This makes transmission cost

higher in case of BP. Previous simulations have shown a marginal difference in network

lifetimes contributed by these protocols.

Proposed divergence measure based clustering technique
Clustering is the process of assigning a set of sensor nodes, with similar attributes,

to a specified group or cluster. In our research, we have proposed a new energy

efficient clustering algorithm that operates in two phases: preliminary and final

clustering phase. In preliminary phase, sensor nodes sensing the same category of

data are placed in a distinct cluster. In final phase, the remaining unclustered sensors

estimate their divergence with respect to the clustered neighbors and ultimately

join the least-divergent cluster.

Preliminary clustering phase

The formation of preliminary clusters is purely distributed and is based on the

sensed data. The proposed clustering method is independent of predetermination

of number of clusters, geographic positioning and distance measures. We have

used a window function [24] to normalize the sensed data so as to scale the value

within the range [0…1]. Let us assume, a and b be the minimum and maximum

value of the environmental parameter to be monitored and x avg(t) be the average

of the set of data sensed for the time interval t. The window function ϕ( • ) can be

defined as follows:

φ xavg tð Þ; a; b� � ¼

1
xavg tð Þ
b−a

� �
∈ ½0; 0:2½

2
xavg tð Þ
b−a

� �
∈ ½0:2; 0:4½

3
xavg tð Þ
b−a

� �
∈ ½0:4; 0:6½

4
xavg tð Þ
b−a

� �
∈ ½0:6; 0:8½

5
xavg tð Þ
b−a

� �
∈ 0:8; 1:0½ �

0 otherwise

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

The sensors use the window function to map the data into one of the formats. All
the nodes that sense the same format in 1-hop distance groups together to form a
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preliminary cluster. In the initial phase, the node with maximum energy within the

preliminary cluster is appointed as the cluster head. It maintains a duration timer to

keep track of the period for which it remained cluster head. Once appointed the node

functions as cluster head till its duration timer expires. On the expiration of the timer,

the role of cluster head rotates to other probable nodes whose residual energy qualifies

above a minimum predefined energy threshold. The head rotation performs load

balancing within the clusters. Moreover, the cluster head assigns a unique cluster

id to all the cluster members.

Though the idea of preliminary stage of cluster formation is simple to implement

but due to some situations (boundary value or out-of-bound data sensing) few

nodes in the network might still remain unclustered. This problem is solved by

our final clustering phase.

Final clustering phase

The final clustering phase ensures that all the nodes in the sensor network get clus-

tered. The process begins with an unclustered node discovering one or more clustered

neighbor in its direct hop. The node then obtains the array of probabilities of the

sensed data from its neighbors that are distinctly clustered. This procedure is further

elaborated in the following section.

Each sensor node maintains the following information in its database, which eventually

helps in calculating the divergence measure required for final clustering.

Δs
n ¼ Ps ¼ ps1; p

s
2; p

s
1;…; psn

� �
; psi ≥ 0;∑

n
i¼1 psi ¼ 1

� �
ð2Þ

where pi
s is the probability of ith data format from the sensor s and the probability se-

quence is denoted by Ps.

Selection of divergence method

We know that the entropy of the source can be given by the Shannon’s entropy H(P):

H Pð Þ ¼ −∑n
i¼1 pi lnpi ð3Þ

where pi ∈ P
s and P is Host or Local Probability Model (LPM) of host sensor node.

Moreover, the inaccuracy in data is given by:

H P jj Tð Þ ¼ −∑n
i¼1 pi lnti ð4Þ

Where ti ∈ Ts and T is Remote Probability Model (RPM) of remote sensor node.
On subtracting equation (4) from (3), we get Kullback–Leibler directed divergence

measure [25]:

D P jj Tð Þ ¼ H P jj Tð Þ−H Pð Þ ¼ −∑n
i¼1 pi lnti þ ∑n

i¼1 pi lnpi ¼ ∑n
i¼1 pi ln

pi
ti

ð5Þ

However, the divergence D(P || T) is not a symmetric measure, i.e. D(P || T) ≠

D(T || P) and hence it cannot be directly applied. Therefore, we consider the symmetric
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version of Kullback–Leibler, known as Jeffrey’s (J) divergence measure [26] which can be

derived as following:

J P jj Tð Þ ¼ D P jj Tð Þ þ D T jj Pð Þ ¼ ∑n
i¼1 pi ln

pi
ti
þ ∑n

i¼1 ti ln
ti
pi

J P jj Tð Þ ¼ ∑n
i¼1 pi ln

pi
ti
−∑n

i¼1 ti ln
pi
ti
¼ ∑n

i¼1 pi − tið Þpi ln
pi
ti

ð6Þ

Application of divergence measure

Divergence measure is a metric used for defining the degree of dissimilarity between two

objects. In our clustering processes, an unclustered node uses the divergence measure to

analyze the extent to which it differs from each of its clustered neighbors and eventually

decides to join the cluster that exhibits maximum similarity (minimum divergence).

Subsequently, clusters formed by the end of final clustering phase are likely to be highly

correlated. For simulation purpose, we have employed Jeffrey’s divergence measure owing

to its symmetric nature.

According to our strategy, every unclustered sensor node makes use of the J - divergence

measure derived in equation (6) to calculate the divergence between itself and every other

clustered (neighboring) sensor nodes. The unclustered sensor s will join the clustered node

�s such that its divergence is the least as compared to other clustered nodes (equation 7).

This process of clustering recursively continues till all nodes in the network are clustered.

J T 1 jj Ps
� �
J T 2 jj Ps
� �

⋮
J Tz jj Psð Þ

)
¼ minJ T�s jj Psð Þ ; 1 ≤ �s ≤ z ð7Þ

where J T�s jj Psð Þ denote the J - divergence measure between the �sth clustered node and sth

sensor node to be clustered.

Exceptional cases

There can be two exceptional cases while executing the final clustering phase. The first

case occurs at the beginning of the phase, when no clustered neighbors are found

in 1-hop vicinity. This requires the node to wait till it discovers one. The waiting

period ends with the expiration of wait timer (initialized at the beginning of final

clustering phase). The second case is confronted by the end of the final clustering

phase when a node discovers itself isolated, i.e. none of its neighbors in 1-hop

vicinity are clustered yet. In that case, the node declares itself as cluster head and

forms cluster with its 1-hop neighbors. This process continues, till a clustered node

is discovered which initiates final clustering with divergence measure. Since, most

of the nodes would be clustered (to the least divergent cluster) in the final phase,

only fewer nodes would confront such isolation.

Proposed data fusion algorithm using fuzzy-entropy
In the proposed work, we apply the data fusion approach for monitoring the variation

in the temperature. However, generalization can be done to other environmental

parameters, for instance- pressure, humidity, etc.
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Fuzzification of input data

We consider five data ranges, i.e. M = {mi | i = 5} for recognizing the category of sensed

data, as mentioned in equation (1). Each format mi consists of an array of sensed data

that falls within its defined range. In other words, each data sampled at regular time

interval is associated one of the five data categories/formats. The average of sets of data

falling in the category mi is denoted by �xi which is further used in the fuzzification

process. The temperature ranges are represented by two well-known fuzzy membership

functions - Sigmoidal and Generalized-bell membership function [27]. Such

fuzzification of temperature function is performed using the FIS Editor of MATLAB.

The Sigmoidal and Generalized-bell membership functions are given by equations (8)

and (9) respectively:

f sig �xi;ω; νð Þ ¼ 1
1þ e−ω �xi−νð Þ

� 	
ð8Þ

f gbell �xi; α; β; γð Þ ¼ 1= 1þ �xi−γ
α











2β

 !" #
ð9Þ

We have selected Generalized-bell membership function to model the moderate data
formats: m2 (cold temperature), m3 (normal temperature), m4 (hot temperature); while

Sigmoidal membership function has been chosen to model extreme data formats: m1

(very cold temperature), m5 (very hot temperature). The temperature is continuous

parameter which requires functions that can well represent its characteristics. Hence,

the choice of both the membership functions is suitable as they are best known for

representing maximum variation and smoothness.

Sampling process & local probability measure

We assume that the sensors sense data for a time period of t seconds. After t seconds,

a sequence δ(t) of L messages is generated:

δ tð Þ ¼ mi1;mi2;mi3;…;miL ð10Þ

The frequency fi of the data range mi is recorded. On the basis of the frequency of

occurrence of each range (mi) with respect to sensor s, local probability is computed

as:

p sð Þ
i ¼ f i

∑n
i¼1 f i

ð11Þ

such that ∑n
i¼1 p

sð Þ
i ¼ 1. This probability function has been designed to capture the

maximum variation. Finally, the entropy is calculated locally at each sensor s as the

following: [28].

H sð Þ
r Mð Þ ¼ ∑n

i¼1 p sð Þ
i logr

1

p sð Þ
i

 !
ð12Þ

All the sensors send the computed entropy, i.e. sensor ;H sð Þ Mð Þ� �
to the cluster
id r

head. The cluster head then derives an entropy threshold, on the basis of the received

entropy values. In the simulation, the threshold is decided to be more than the average
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of entropies �Hr Mð Þ . This means that if H sð Þ
r Mð Þ > �Hr Mð Þ , then the cluster head

sends an acknowledgement to sensor node s to send its data. Hence, selected sensors

qualifying the threshold finally participate in the data reporting process, which ultimately

results in sensor compression. On receiving the acknowledgement, sensors calculates the

mathematical expectation of the array of sensed data:

d sð Þ
expcð Þ ¼ ∑n

i¼1 p sð Þ
i �xi ð13Þ

Finally, the sensors send sensor id; d sð Þ
expcð ÞÞ

�
to the cluster head. Hence, the process of

sending entropy followed by the expected data value; greatly reduces the bulk of packet

transmissions within the cluster.

Global probability measure

On receiving data and entropy from selected sources the cluster head computes global

probability as following:

pq ¼
H qð Þ

r Mð Þ� −1
∑ Qj j
q¼1 H qð Þ

r Mð Þ
h i−1 with ∑ Qj j

q¼1 pq ¼ 1 ð14Þ

This probability function will allow capturing the focused information, rather than

considering the maximum variation in information that is achieved by the local

probability model. On expanding equation (14), we get:

pq ¼
∑n
i¼1 p qð Þ

i logr
1

p qð Þ
i

� �� 	−1

∑ Qj j
q¼1 ∑n

i¼1 p qð Þ
i logr

1
p qð Þ
i

� �� 	−1 ¼
∑n
i¼1 p qð Þ

i logr
1

p qð Þ
i

� �

∑ Qj j
q¼1 logr∏

n
i¼1 1=p qð Þ

i

� �p qð Þ
i

" #
8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

−1

∀ q ∈Q

ð15Þ

where Q refers to the set of selected sensors that qualify the entropy threshold.

Finally, the cluster head computes the expected value of the actual set of data received

from the selected sensors as following:

dexpc ¼ ∑ Qj j
q¼1 pq �xi ð16Þ

Subsequently, the cluster head sends (cluster _ id, dexpc) to the data processing node
(i.e. sink). As a result of the global probability model, more accurate data is filtered and

sent to the sink. Besides reducing the amount of data being sent, our method also

minimizes the number of participating sensors. This interprets that our proposed

approach preserves the information relevance as well as enhances the energy efficiency of

the aggregation process.

Network diagram analysis
The network timeline diagram in Figure 1 shows the working slots for initial cycle of

our proposed work. The network initiates with the gathering of data by individual

nodes, also known as random sensing. The next stage in the cycle is the proposed

preliminary clustering phase (PCP), on the completion of which data aggregation and



Initial Cycle (Cinitial)

RS PCP DFP + FCP

: Local Data Fusion Phase

: Global Data Fusion Phase

: Final Clustering Phase

: Random Sensing

: Preliminary Clustering Phase

Figure 1 Network timeline diagram for the initial cycle.
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final clustering phase (FCP) are executed in parallel thereby performing better time

utilization. The data aggregation or data fusion phase (DFP) is further classified in local

and global phases respectively. The local DFP is carried out by individual nodes with

the help of local probability measure and the global DFP is performed by the cluster

heads using the global probability measure. Since, the aggregation process is involved

only within the cluster, the FCP can continue in parallel (outside the clusters) without

collision. This efficient utilization of time ultimately results in significant energy

savings. In Figure 2, the working slots for intermediate cycles are highlighted. We

assume that our cluster formation procedure is static, i.e. the sensors are stationery

and are all assigned to a fixed cluster at the initiation of the network that remains

unchanged over the entire lifetime of the sensor network. After the clusters are

formed at the network start-up, the consecutive data cycles involve random sampling

(or sensing) and data fusion process (local as well as global).
Simulation and performance evaluations
The simulation of the proposed clustering and entropy-based aggregation is performed

using Network Simulator (NS-2) [29,30]. Moreover, on the basis of the tracing data
Intermediate Cycle (Cinter)

RS DFP + FCP

: Local Data Fusion Phase

: Global Data Fusion Phase

: Random Sensing

Figure 2 Network timeline diagram for the intermediate cycles.
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generated in NS-2 and other log files, the graphical evaluation is generated using

MATLAB [31]. In our simulation, the sensor nodes are randomly deployed over a

network of dimension 1000 x 1000 square meters. Our proposed clustering method

uses divergence measure to discover clusters in the network. The simulation parameters

used for the experimentation are specified in Table 1.

We have used Gaussian Bell and Sigma membership functions to monitor the fuzzy

environmental parameter (temperature). The simulation parameters of the membership

functions are provided in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. The trend of the membership

function, over the range of temperature being monitored, is highlighted in Figure 3.

The clustered nodes keep track of the frequency of data formats sensed during the

sampling period. The bar graph plotted in Figure 4 displays the variation of local

probability of different data formats with respect to a randomly chosen cluster in

the sensor network. Figure 4(a) represents the local entropy sent by the sensors to

its CH. It is evident from the graph that node with id 5 gives highest entropy

owing to the least variation of the same node in Figure 4(b). Therefore the fact

that, least divergence is the implication of maximum entropy is verified.

Figure 5 provides an estimation of the number of aggregation cycles performed with

50, 100 and 150 nodes for a given amount of energy (in joules). The elevation in the

trend apparently shows that the increase in number of aggregated samples is achieved at

the minor cost of minimum packets transmission. Also, it is apparent that as the number

of sensors rises from 50 to 150, the graph upraises specifying greater aggregation cycles.

Moreover, the drift becomes smoother for 150 nodes, which implies that the performance

of our protocol improves with increasing number of sensor nodes. This behavior is

explained by the increase in the density of nodes ensures better exploitation of spatial

property (of data sampled by different sensors).

Figure 6 shows the convergence rate of calculated entropy with absolute entropic

value. It can be seen that on average the proposed algorithm performs in good conjunction

with the absolute value. However, for lesser number of sensor nodes (50 nodes), the trend

stagnates in the early simulation phase. The reason is reduced accuracy in sampled data
Table 1 Simulation parameters used for performance evaluation

Parameter Value

Network dimension 1000 × 1000 meters2

Number of nodes 150 nodes

Sensor radius 50 meters

Simulation time 150 seconds

Routing protocol DSDV

Sampling time 5 seconds

Number of samples 16 samples

Number of data formats 5 formats

Initial energy 100 joules

Transmission power 20.500 mwatts

Reception power 40.119 mwatts

Data packet 24 bytes

Entropy packet 22 bytes

Ack packet 14 bytes



Table 2 GBELLMF parameters table

Data formats a b c

m2 2.86 2.43 12.60

m3 4.10 3.86 24.36

m4 2.86 2.43 35.60
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because of lesser utilization of spatio-temporal correlation. With increased node

deployment, the convergence improves. This proves that our theoretical aggregation

model results in good performance on implementation.

The graph presented in Figure 7 shows the average transmission cost contributed by

our proposed Divergence Measure based Clustering (DMC) + Entropy based Data

Aggregation (EDA) along with Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed Clustering (HEED)

and Belief Propagation (BP) [10,11]. The maximum message size of BP is 74 bytes

which are forwarded frequently in the network for the purpose of updation of local

belief by individual nodes. As a result of which we find degradation in the performance

of BP at the beginning of simulation period. Though BP performs lesser re-clustering

than HEED, but owing to the smaller size of the messages in HEED (29 bytes) it

achieves eventually better results in the late simulation period. However, our proposed

DMC+EDA protocol presents best results than its comparatives. The graph, however,

elevates slightly during the period of 50-90 seconds to compensate for the initial cluster

formation. The clusters constructed using divergence measure exhibit comparatively

better stability during the course of simulation. Moreover, the packet size of our protocol

is maximum 24 bytes (minimum size being 14 bytes) which reduces the transmission cost

to a greater extent.

Figure 8 compares the average number of packets dropped by all the protocols

respectively. As a matter of fact, HEED triggers more clustering processes than BP.

Consequently, in case of HEED the nodes die out at a quicker rate. As a result, with

fewer alive nodes the number of cluster heads tends to increase rapidly. This increases

number of transmissions and therefore the chances of packet drops. However, due to

rapid energy exhaustion the packet drop rate falls in the later simulation course. This is

apparent from the HEED graph that steeps down towards the end of simulation. For

BP the graph shows stability in clustering process resulting in better aggregation, lesser

transmissions and reduced packet loss. But, owing to high transmission cost, BP finally

deteriorates in the later simulation phase. Above all, our proposed scheme illustrates

perfect combination of clustering and data aggregation over the entire simulation

process. Increase in packet loss occurs at the network startup due to primary cluster

formation. Once the network stabilizes, the outcome trend also becomes persistent.

Finally, in Figure 9, the results of network lifetime is plotted for our protocol in

association with its comparatives for varying number of nodes, 50 (Figure 9a) and
Table 3 SIGMF parameters table

Data formats a c

m1 −1.57 6.857

m5 +1.57 41.640
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100 (Figure 9b) respectively. The lifetime performance of the protocols is illustrated in

terms of remaining number of alive nodes. Evidently, our proposed scheme achieves sig-

nificant improvement during the simulation. It is worth revealing that the gain in lifetime

is achieved by sending the entropy of nodes in the first phase of aggregation followed by

reduced data transmission (expected value) in second phase. This results in reducing the

bulk of packets transfer, thereby increasing the network lifetime commendably.

Moreover, as the number of initially deployed nodes is increased to 100, HEED

and BP fails to keep the network functional till the end of simulation period (Figure 9b).
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Hence, the above experimental results rationalize the development of our proposed

clustering and aggregation strategy.
Conclusion & future research directions
In this research, we have demonstrated that our proposed clustering protocol in wire-

less sensor network provides significant energy savings. The clustering process is purely

distributed and is based on the sensed data, regardless of geographic positioning and

distance measures. We have calculated the precision of sensor data on the basis of local

and global probability model. Furthermore, we have also analyzed the rate and impact
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Figure 8 Evaluating average number of dropped packets for BP, HEED and DMC+EDA protocols.
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of information gain, i.e. convergence rate of calculated sensor entropy towards the

absolute value. We have also defined the working slots to aggregate data for the initial

period with partially clustered network and for the intermediate cycles, once the whole

network is clustered.

The simulations of our proposed methods have shown outperforming results.

The entropy measurement facilitates the efficient selection of maximum information

bearing nodes, which further makes more accurate aggregation at the cluster head.

It is also clarified that our proposed data aggregation technique performs in energy

efficient manner. Moreover, the energy consumption in the network has also been

carried out for several aggregation cycles. Therefore, it can be concluded that
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entropy based fusion is relevant in terms of information integrity, network lifetime

as well as energy utilization.

Thus far we have concentrated on the homogeneous sensor networks with a single

powerful processing center (sink). In our future work, we would rather focus on the

heterogeneous wireless sensor networks with multiple resource-rich actors for carrying

out energy consuming tasks. Apart from this, we would emphasis our effort on developing

novel entropy-based techniques so as to enrich the integrity of aggregated content,

thereby maintaining a delay constrain on the computational efficiency.
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